To

1. The Director,
   University Computer Centre,
   M.D.University, Rohtak.

2. The Asstt. Registrar (R&S),
   M.D.University, Rohtak.

Sub: Regarding status of courses approved by the AICTE to Vaish College of Engineering, Rohtak for the session 2016-17.

Sir,

Please find enclosed herewith copies of following two letters received from the AICTE on the above cited subject:


In this connection, it is to inform you that vide letter at serial No. 1 above, the AICTE has placed the MCA course under “No admission status” for the academic year 2016-17. However, vide letter at serial No. 2 above, the AICTE has reduced the number of intake for 2016-17 to 50% in each discipline/programme (B.Tech./M.Tech.) against the sanctioned intake for 2015 in r/o Vaish College of Engineering, Rohtak.

You are, therefore, requested to take further necessary action in the matter as per approval granted by the AICTE vide letters mentioned at serial No. 1 and 2 above.

Yours faithfully,

Superintendent(Colleges)
For DCDC

Encls: As above
ORDER

Institute: Vaish College of Engineering (MCA), Rohtak, Haryana.

Subject- EVC reported deficiencies – SAC recommendation- reg.

1. Whereas, the Institute was approved to run the Engineering College (MCA Courses) at Degree level for A.Y. 2002-03. Subsequent Extensions of Approvals were issued upto 2014-15.

2. Whereas, CVO vide Office Note No. CVOA/ICTE/Misc./2009/16 (UME-VCE) dated 23/04/2012 forwarded an undated complaint forwarded by CBI New Delhi regarding corruption in Approval Process and undue favor to Vaish College of Engineering. As per the approval of the Competent Authority copy of the CVO Note with the complaint was sent to RO, NWRO vide letter dated 27/12/2012 requesting to conduct EVC of all the Institutes under the Trust.

3. Whereas, subsequently, Complaint Cell vide Office Note No. 1-145/AICTE/CC/AB/2012/202 dated 26/02/2012 forwarded a Complaint dated 17/05/2012 received from Sh. R.K Mahendra, Manager of the College regarding irregular proposal for opening of Vaish Technical Campus at Vaish Engineering College premises. As per the Approval of the Competent Authority, RO, NWRO was requested to conduct EVC. RO conducted EVC of the institute on 26/05/2014 which reported several deficiencies.

4. Whereas, the Institute submitted its reply vide letter dated 13/10/2014. In view of the above, the matter was placed before the Committee on 11/11/2014 for decision on both the Complaints and report of EVC dated 26/05/2014. SAC recommended as follows:

“The Institute representatives appeared before the SAC. As the institute is seeking for the merger of both the institutes under application i.d. as 1-2016976342 (1-728272-AICTE) & 1-2016296041 (1-2928921). They have submitted their docs in line with their request of merger.

The committee after going through the findings / deficiencies of the EVC dated 26/05/2014, recommends for a fresh EVC to be conducted to ascertain the ground realities applicable for the merger.”

5. Whereas, as there is no provision for merger of two institutes as per APH, the recommendation of the SAC cannot be implemented. Therefore, the matter has been placed before the SAC dated 23-12-2014 for review of the recommendation of earlier SAC and decision. The SAC dt. 23-12-2014 recommended as follows:

“Vaish Education Society is running the two Technical Colleges (1) Vaish College of Engineering, running MCA programme (PID 1-1728272) and (2) Vaish College of Engineering running, B. Tech, M. Tech and MBA Programmes (PID 1-2928921). On the Complaint EVC was conducted in both the institutions on 26/25/2014 and as per EVC report several deficiencies were noted in both the colleges.

However, Show Cause Notice on the basis of deficiencies was given only with regard to the first college and for the second the matter is under process. The matter was placed before SAC on 11/11/2014 only with regard to the First College, wherein the representative of the institution sought merger of both the colleges though neither there was any such application nor merger is permissible as per APH.

However, it appears that it was not brought to the notice of the SAC held on 11/11/2014, that neither merger is permissible nor there was any application for merger. The SAC under the circumstances observed “Recommends for a fresh EVC to be conducted for ascertaining the ground realities applicable for merger”

Due to the aforesaid circumstances the matter has been placed for review before this committee. The committee after considering entire facts and circumstances and provisions of APH applicable recommends as under,
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1. The request for merger of the above two institutes be rejected as the same is not permitted as per the applicable provisions of APH.

2. On the basis of deficiencies noted by the EVC on 26/05/2014, fresh Show Cause Notice be given and the matter be placed before SAC for consideration and recommendation."

6. Whereas, accordingly, letter of rejection for merger of the institutes was issued to the Institute on 20.02.2015. However, the Show Cause Notice on the deficiencies reported by EVC was not issued to the Institute by oversight. Hence, ECA for 2015-16 was issued.

7. Whereas, as per the direction of the Hon’ble High Court in the case of Vaish Institute of Pharmaceutical Sciences under the same Trust and as per the decision of the Competent Authority, EVC has been conducted on 29.03.2016 by Regional officer, Chandigarh for all the Institutes by different committees on the same date to find out whether the infrastructure facilities and faculty are being shared between the Institutes. EVC reported deficiencies. The matter has been placed before the SAC on 19.04.2016 for decision. The deficiencies reported by EVC vis-a-vis the observation / recommendations of the SAC are as under:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr.</th>
<th>Deficiencies pointed out by EVC dated 29.03.2016</th>
<th>Observation of the SAC dated 19.04.2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Land particulars in detail –</td>
<td>Document submitted not accepted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The specified land is registered in the name of Sri Ramakrishan Das in 1957 (Registered document is provided). However, there is no document available to the effect that the land is transferred in the name of Vaish Educational Society. Hence it is not clear, whether the land belongs to Vaish Educational Society. The Principal says that there is jamabandi report from Tehsildar that the land is transferred in the name of Vaish Educational Society.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Whether any other institution (AICTE approved/not under AICTE ambit) are being run/proposed to be run in the same patch of land shown for the present institution. Also no other programmes such as BBA/BCA/B.Sc. (SW Enng.)M.Sc. (SW, Enng.) etc are being run/sharing in the premises (Land and building) of the present Institution. – Vaish College of Engineering, Rohtak is being run in the same premises. The Vaish College of Engineering (MCA) is being run in the part of Academic Block-1, where the remaining part is being used by Vaish College of Engineering.</td>
<td>Document submitted not accepted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Copy of the advertisement in at least one National Daily, for recruitment of Principal/Director and faculty members – not accepted (in the name of Engineering College) (pg no. 8)</td>
<td>Document accepted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Sanction of electrical load by electric supply provider company - not accepted (in common with Engineering College)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Provision of backup power supply- not accepted (in common with Engineering College)</td>
<td>Not available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>A certificate by an architect giving details of sewage disposal system (Physical verification of the same is to be done)- not accepted (5 years old certificate)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Details and proof of telephone connections available at the proposed technical institute-not accepted (in common with Engineering College)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Availability of Vehicle Parking- not accepted (in common with Engineering College) (pg no. 8)</td>
<td>Document accepted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Availability of Institute website - not accepted (in common with Engineering College)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Barrier free environment and toilets created for physically challenged. (Ramp or Working Lift etc.) - not accepted Ramp / lift not constructed.</td>
<td>Not available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Safety provisions including fire and other calamities- not presented (in common with Engineering College)</td>
<td>Document submitted, acceptable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>General insurance provided for assets against fire, burglary and other calamities- not presented (in common with Engineering College)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Internet Bandwidth, Printers - not ready / not accepted and shortfall. 8 available against 16 required (in common with Engineering College)</td>
<td>Internet bandwidth available but printer not available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Printer- Common with Engineering College.</td>
<td>Printers are common.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Recommendation of the SAC**

"The institute is not able to provide the documents regarding title of land and building plan approved by the Competent Authorities. Even the part of regular Principal is not filled. All the facilities barring few are shared with Engineering College. Hence, it is recommended that EOA for the AY 2016-17 shall not be issued."

9. In the facts and circumstances mentioned herein above, it has been decided to approve the recommendation of the SAC as above. Accordingly, Vaish College of Engineering (MCA), Rohtak, Haryana is placed under 'No Admission' Status for the academic year 2016-17. (Copy enclosed)

10. This has the approval of Competent Authority vide note at Page 21/N in NWRO/VCE-NR/1-1728272/2015-16.

To,

The Principal/Director,
Vaish College of Engineering,
Behind Railway Station,
Rohtak, Haryana - 124001.

---

**Appendix**

| 15 | Language laboratory – not ready / not accepted (only 12 PCs are available in Lab) (pg no.16) | Not available. |
| 16 | Administrative area Security – not ready / not accepted (common with Engg college) | Not available. |
| 17 | Cafeteria – not ready / not accepted (common with Engg college) | Not available. |
| 18 | Library & reading room – not ready / not accepted (reading room is separated with main library) | No document related to building provided hence deficiency exists. |
| 19 | List and details of hard copy of international Journals subscribed – No. | Could not be verified |
| 20 | Whether the institutions has produced / Submitted Occupancy Certificate for the entire Building (all blocks) issued by the competent authority. – No | |
| 21 | Fact finding Report As per the statement of the Principal, no scrutiny has been conducted to the MCA College since 2002. | |
| 22 | Specific observation The Visiting Committee has interacted with the faculty and student of the college. The staff members interacted and suggested for the merging of the Vaish college of Engineering (MCA) with Vaish College of Engineering for the better administrative facilities. The students attended for interaction were only 8 and said that everything is okay with regards to the facilities. | |
| 23 | Final observation The original document presented shows that the Land belongs to Shri Ramakrishan Dass. No registered document is available to show that the land in in the name of Vaish Educational Society, Rohtak. No separate registered land document in the name Vaish College of Engineering (MCA) is available. The building plans approved by the Competent Authority is not presented. The building of Vaish College of Engineering (MCA) is not an independent building. It is a part of Academic Block-I, building where some Engg. courses also run. No journals are being prescribed. The amenities like electricity, Power banking, telephone, Bank etc are in combination. The building occupancy certificate from the competent authority submitted Old system should be replaced with high-end configuration system. | No document is available. Not accepted. Not available. |

---

**Address**

7th Floor, Chanderlok Building, Janpath, New Delhi-110 001
Ph.: 011-23724151 - 57, Website: www.aicte-india.org
Copy to:

1. The Principal Secretary (Technical),
   Govt. of Haryana, Room No.503/5,
   Sect-17, New Secretariat,
   Chandigarh – 160017.

2. The Director,
   Directorate of Training & Technical Education,
   Bays – 7-12, Sector-4,
   Panchkula – 134112, Haryana

3. The Registrar,
   Maharishi Dayanand University,
   Delhi Road, University Secretariat,
   Haryana-124001

4. The Regional Officer,
   North Western Regional Office,
   Plot No. 1-A, 5th Floor, CTE (Pb.) Building,
   Dakshin Marg, Sector 36-A,
   Chandigarh – 160 036

5. The Secretary/ Chairman,
   Vaish Education Society (Regd.),
   Behind Railway Station, Rohtak,
   Haryana – 124001.

6. Director Vigilance & CVO, AICTE

7. DD (CC), AICTE

8. Guard File

7वे तल, चंद्रलोक भवन, जनपथ, नई दिल्ली –110 001
7th Floor, Chanderlok Building, Janpath, New Delhi-110 001
Ph.: 011-23724151 - 57, Website : www.aicte-india.org
ORDER

Institute: Vaish College of Engineering, Rohtak, Haryana. (Permanent Id. 1-2928921/Current Id. 1-2814087177)

Subject- EVC reported deficiencies – SAC recommendation- reg.

1. Whereas, The Institute was approved to run the Engineering College (PG & UG Courses) for A.Y. 1995-96 and Extension of Approvals were issued upto 2014-15.

2. Whereas, CVO vide Office Note No. CVO/AICTE/Misc./2009/16 (JIME-VCE) dated 23/04/2012 forwarded an undated complaint received from CBI New Delhi regarding corruption in Approval Process and undue favor to Vaish College of Engineering. As per the approval of the Competent Authority copy of the CVO Note with the complaint was sent to RO, NWRO vide letter dated 27/12/2012 requesting to conduct EVC of all the Institutes under the Trust.

3. Whereas, subsequently, Complaint Cell Vide Office Note No. 1-145/AICTE/CC/AB/2012/262 dated 26/02/2012 forwarded a Complaint dated 17/05/2012 received from Sh. R.K Mahendra, Manager of the College regarding irregular proposal for opening of Vaish Technical Campus at Vaish Engineering College premises. As per the Approval of the Competent Authority, RO, NWRO was requested by mail to conduct EVC and the Search Report of the institute. Subsequently on receipt of reminder from CVO R.O was requested vide letter dated 27/04/2013 to conduct EVC of the institute. RO conducted EVC of the Institute on 29/04/2014 which reported several deficiencies:

4. Whereas, based on the deficiencies noted by EVC, Show Cause Notice was issued to the Institute vide No NWRO/HRY/1-2928921/2014-15. The institute submitted its reply dated 27-01-2015 and the matter was placed before the SAC dt. 12-02-2015 which recommended as follows:

“Looking to the volume and nature of deficiencies, the committee recommends Withdrawal of EOA for 2014-15. Accordingly the admitted students to be transferred to the neighboring institutes /colleges as per the AICTE norms.”

5. Whereas, in view of the SAC recommendation dt. 12-02-2015, letter of withdrawal of EOA granted for A/Y 2014-15 was issued on 02-03-2015 and the intake was set to ‘O’ Zero.

6. Whereas, as per APJ, the institute was admissible for restoration of Intake for 2015-16. Therefore, RO, Chandigarh was requested to conduct of EVC for processing the Application for Restoration of Intake for the A/Y 2015-16. The EVC has been conducted on 08-04-2015 which reported no deficiencies and recommended as “Forwarded to RC”.

7. Whereas, the matter was placed before the SAC on 16.04.2015 for review & recommendation for grant of EOA 2015-16. The SAC recommended for restoration of EOA 2015-16. Accordingly, EOA 2015-16 was issued online on portal.

8. Whereas, as per the direction of the Hon’ble High Court in the case of Vaish Institute of Pharmaceutical Sciences under the same Trust and as per the decision of the Competent Authority, EVC has been conducted on 29.03.2016 by Regional officer, Chandigarh for all the Institutes by different committees on the same date to find out whether the infrastructure facilities and faculty are being shared between the Institutes. EVC reported deficiencies. The matter has been placed before the SAC on 19.04.2016 for decision. The deficiencies reported by EVC vis-a-vis the observation / recommendation of the SAC are as under:

(Permanent Id. 1-2928921)
---|---|---
1 | Data relating to the details of land mortgaged not provided by the Institute. (Pg no 9) | Document submitted not accepted.
2 | **Application Summary** - (Pg no 10) | Document submitted not accepted.
   | **Sr** | **Course** | **Level** | **Required** | **Available** | **Shortfall** |
   | 1 | Mechanical Engg | UG | 10 | 06 | 04 |
   | 2 | Electronics and Communication Engineering | UG | 20 | 12 | 08 |
   | 3 | Electrical Engg | UG | 16 | 08 | 08 |
   | 4 | Computer Sc and Engg | UG | 50 | 17 | 33 |
   | **Total shortfall** | | | | | 39 |
3 | Internet Bandwidth – Not ready / not accepted (not adequate) (Pg no 14) | Document submitted not accepted.
4 | **Fact finding report** - (Pg no 21) | Document submitted not accepted.
   | **Sr** | **Complaint / Deficiency noted by SO/SS/OAC** | **Compliance as noted by EVC members** |
   | 1 | Based on the complaint received by CVC on 23.04.2012 an EVC was conducted on 26.5.14 and found many deficiencies. Thus withdrawal of approval was recommended for the Institutions. | EVC conducted on 6.4.15 reported "ML" deficiencies and the Institute has got EOA for 2015-16. |
   | 2 | HC has directed to conduct inspection as "Trust Vash College Educational Society is running four institution in the same premises. |
   | 3 | Deficiencies (generated while uploading the details) noted regarding Internet Bandwidth and Faculty available | 1. Internet Bandwidth is not adequate. 2. Staff student ratio is not maintained in UG programmes.
5 | **Specific Observation** - (Pg no 22) | No document submitted.
   | **Member Of Society** |
   | Causes of Corruption Were Revealed By The Society Member. Also it was informed that Section Officer (SO) Committee formed by Deputy Commissioner (Rohini) to enquire into the matter and has submitted their report. Because of the anomalies reported followed by Jot reservation site, the process of disciplinary action against erring staff or officials and appointment of faculty members as well as the disbursing of salary got delayed. |
   | Faculty: |
   | All the sixty one faculty members were present and they have no complaints about their salary or any other matter against the management. |
   | Student: |
   | By and large the students are happy about the campus environment, teaching quality and the placement record. |
6 | **Final observation** - (Pg no 23) | No document submitted.
   | There were many complaints against the Institution and due to which its approval was withdrawn in 2014. But later they have rectified the deficiencies and got the EOA for 2015-16. It is for not that Vash College of Engineering is functioning in its own campus, not shared by any sister institutions (Since the Trust has 4 Institutions) , but still the college has some deficiencies such as inadequate internet Bandwidth, inadequate number of faculties in UG programme. The college has initiated the process of getting 32 Mbps internet connection from BSNL as well as started the process of recruiting faculty. (Applications received, interview is to be done.)
Recommendation of the Standing Appellate Committee:

"The Institute is not able to provide the documents regarding title of land and building plan approved by the competent authority. Moreover, the Institute has only about 50% of the faculty for different discipline against the require. Hence, committee recommends that the number of intake for AY 2016-17 be reduced to 50% in each discipline / programme against the sanctioned intake for 2015-16.

In the facts and circumstances mentioned herein above, it has been decided to approve the recommendation of the SAC as above. Accordingly, EOA 2016-17 has been issued with 50% reduction in intake in each discipline / programme against the sanctioned intake for 2015-16 to "Vaish College of Engineering, Rohtak, Haryana."

10. This has the approval of Competent Authority vide note at Page 43/N in NWRO/VCE-HR/1-2928921/2015-16.

To,

The Principal/Director,
Vaish College of Engineering,
Behind Railway Station,
Rohtak, Haryana - 124001.

Copy to:

1. Principal Secretary (Technical),
Govt. of Haryana, Room No 503/5,
Sect-17, New Secretariat, Chandigarh – 160017.

2. The Director,
Directorate of Training & Technical Education,
Bays – 7-12, Sector-4,
Panchkula – 134112, Haryana

The Registrar,
Maharishi Dayanand University,
Delhi Road, University Secretariat,
Haryana-124001

3. The Regional Officer,
North Western Regional Office,
Plot No. 1-A, 5th Floor, DTE (Ph.) Building,
Dakshin Marg, Sector 36-A,
Chandigarh – 160 036

4. The Secretary/Chairman,
Vaish Education Society (Regd.),
Behind Railway Station, Rohtak,
Haryana – 124001

5. Director Vigilance & CVO, AICTE

6. DD (CC), AICTE

7. Guard File
(Permanent Id. 1-2928921)